
Top  5  Celebrity  Honeymoon
Destinations

By Melissa Lee

Are  you  and  your  significant  other  on  the  market  for  a
honeymoon destination? It can get exhausting when trying to
find the perfect romantic vacation spot, especially if you’re
attempting to think outside the box and go somewhere new.
Celebrities are always jet-setting to the most luxurious and
gorgeous getaway destinations, so regardless of what you’re
looking for, at least one of these spots is guaranteed to
strike a chord with you and your partner!

Frustrated with trying to plan your
honeymoon? Don’t worry — check out
the  top  five  celebrity  honeymoon
destinations for ideas!

1. Amalfi Coast, Italy: Italy is notorious for its beautiful
views, delicious food and overall romantic aura, so it’s no
wonder why the Amalfi Coast is such a popular honeymoon spot.
Celebrity couple Reese Witherspoon and Jim Toth headed here
for their post-wedding getaway, where they were seen taking
boat rides on the coast, shopping around, and sharing romantic
meals together.

2. Anguilla: This low-key Caribbean island is a 16-mile long
stretch with 33 beaches! Anguilla was the host to honeymooners
Orlando Bloom and Miranda Kerr, where they stayed in a private
two-story  villa  and  shared  alfresco  dinners  every  night.
Though on the more quiet side, Anguilla is known for its art
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galleries, seafood options, and gorgeous hotels complete with
luxurious amenities.

Related Link: Top 5 Most Luxurious Romantic Getaways in the
United States

3. Costa Rica: If you and your partner are a more adventurous
pair, Costa Rica might be right up your ally. This Central
American country is home to hundreds of outdoor activities,
some  of  which  include  surfing,  hiking,  and  snorkeling.
Newlyweds Andy Roddick and Brooklyn Decker headed to Costa
Rica on their honeymoon — they were seen zip-lining through
one of the many rain forests, laying out on the beach, and
enjoying some fine dining.

4. Los Cabos, Mexico: This relaxing destination is ideal if
you and your sweetheart are looking for a low-key, calming
vacation.  Los  Cabos  has  hosted  couples  Kevin  Jonas  and
Danielle Deleasa and LeAnn Rimes and Eddie Cibrian. This spot
is perfect for renting out private villas and enjoying the
beach, along with your partner’s company.

Related Link: Top 5 Romantic Getaways in the Northeast U.S.

5.  St.  Barts:  This  Caribbean  island  is  known  for  being
glamorous and chic — plus it has hosted celeb mega-couple
Beyonce and Jay Z, so what’s not to adore? Complete with
luxurious bistros with decadent food, glitzy nightlife and
designer boutiques, St. Barts is the celeb-approved honeymoon
spot that will surely give you a time to remember. Head here
if you’re looking to soak up the sun on a private beach, enjoy
delicious food, or have a night out with your partner.

What are your favorite honeymoon spots? Leave your thoughts
below. 
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Celebrity  Couples:  Marriages
That Survived the Seven-Year
Itch

Page 1 of 12

Jessica Alba and Cash Warren

What a fantastic love story this celebrity couple shares! Alba
met Warren on the set of 'Fantastic Four' in 2004, and by
2008,  the  two  had  said  “I  do.”  The  pair  later  welcomed
daughters Honor and Haven. Photo: STPR / PRPhotos.com
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Kevin and Danielle Jonas Are
‘Always  Talking’  About
Another Celebrity Baby

By Katie Gray

Celebrity babies are on the brain! Kevin and Danielle Jonas
are talking about going through another celebrity pregnancy
and having another baby. The married celebrity couple are
parents to a daughter, Alena Rose, who is 20 months old. In
the latest celebrity news regarding the lovely pair, they
stated  that  they  are  “always  talking”  about  giving  their
daughter a sibling. According to People.com, this pair will
celebrate their six year anniversary in December.

This  duo  may  have  more  celebrity
baby news soon! How do you know if
you’re ready to have another child?

Cupid’s Advice:

If you already have a child, you may be pondering whether it’s
a good idea to have another one. Cupid has some tips on how to
know when you’re ready for another child:

1. Timing is everything: When the time is right, you have to
embrace it. Everything happens for a reason and things always
fall into place. If your biological clock is ticking, then you
should have another one if that is what you want. If you have
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the time to devote to caring for another baby and you are
financially stable, then go for it!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  Mumford  and  Mulligan
Welcome Baby

2. Baby needs a sibling: Some parents choose to have multiple
children so that their kids can grow up together and bond.
When you already have one child, you need to decide if you
want to have more. If you do, then start trying for another
baby so that they can be similar in age and grow up together.

Related Link: The Rock and GF Are Expecting

3. Your lifestyle allows for it: If you are a working parent
outside of the home, but have the opportunity to work from
home, then that would be a great time to have more children.
If you have the energy, time, money and room for another baby,
then you are all set. What is important is making sure that
you and your partner are prepared. If your bond is strong,
then you can make it work!

How have you known when it was time to have another child?
Share your stories with us below!

‘Married  to  Jonas’  Star
Danielle  Jonas  Dishes  on
Motherhood!

By Maria Darbenzio
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First-time parents Kevin and Danielle Jonas welcomed their
daughter,  Alena  Rose,  on  February  2nd.  With  a  month  of
parenting  now  under  her  belt,  the  new  mommy  talked  to
Celebrity Baby Scoop about natural childbirth, breastfeeding,
and her newborn, who she says is “such a good baby.”

Luckily, we were all able to follow along with the couple’s
journey into parenthood through Kevin’s tweets. “I don’t know
when he was able to tweet because it seemed he was helping me
the whole time. I was very lucky. We went into the hospital at
midnight the night before and thought we were going to have
her then. Once we got there, they said it would probably be
tomorrow evening, so we went home. Three hours later, we were
back at the hospital and ready to start the process.”

Related Link: Kevin and Danielle Jonas Welcome a Baby Girl

CBS: Are you breastfeeding? If so, how is that going?

DJ: “Breastfeeding is a daily challenge. We’re still finding a
rhythm.”

CBS: How are you navigating these early days of motherhood? Do
you have help? Family support? Are you doing all the midnight
feeds?

DJ: “Lots of family support! Everyone has been amazing, but it
is  tough.  I  have  my  moments  of  wondering  if  I’m  doing
something wrong if she won’t stop crying. Those moments are
tough, but then she eventually calms down and is a happy baby
again. Midnight feedings are mostly me, but Kevin has been
taking early mornings so I can sleep. He’s better in the
morning – I don’t drink coffee, but I think I may need to
start.”

CBS: Do you have any tips for parents-to-be in coming up with
a playroom/nursery design?

DJ: “Make everything short and small. We have a couch for her
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that is smaller, so she won’t have issues getting up on it
when she’s older. Also, if she is playing and falls, it’s low
to the ground so she’ll be less likely to get hurt.”

Related Link:  Danielle Jonas Shares Baby Sonogram

CBS: What’s up next for the three of you?

DJ: “I think we’re going to spend as much time together as a
family as we can. Kevin is going to get really busy again
soon, so it’s nice to have him home as much as possible right
now.”

To  read  the  rest  of  the  interview,
visit  www.celebritybabyscoop.com/2014/02/21/danielle-alena-ama
zing! 

Kevin  and  Danielle  Jonas
Welcome a Baby Girl

By Louisa Gonzales

Congratulations to the new parents, Married to Jonas stars,
Kevin Jonas and wife Danielle! The two welcomed a daughter on

Sunday,  February  2nd.  According  to  People,  the  first  time
parents are reportedly “overjoyed” about the new addition to
their family and want to shout it to the world.The lovebirds
have never been shy about sharing their pregnancy experience
and  were  happy  to  keep  fans  updated  about  their  journey
through social media, as they believe it is something you
should celebrate and not hide.
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What are some ways to prepare your relationship for your first
child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Pregnancy is a wonderful and beautiful thing, but it can also
be stressful and challenging. There’s no doubt the road to
giving birth is going to be a bumpy ride, filled with a few
unexpected turns and you may end up getting lost a few times
along  the  way,  but  it’s  an  amazing  ride.  Being  in  a
relationships means sticking together and being there for each
other,  this  is  something  you  should  keep  in  mind  when
preparing for your first child. Cupid has some advice on how
to prepare your relationship for parenthood:

1.  Stay  calm:  Yes,  pregnancy  is  going  to  be  stressful,
especially if it is your first one, because it’s new and
unfamiliar. However, if you remind yourselves to stay calm and
relax it will help keep things in perspective for the two of
you. Remember, no good can come out of to worked up. Keep in
mind if the mother-to-be is stressed it can be harmful to the
baby and if her partner is also freaking out it will only make
things worse for the mother and by extension the baby.

Related: Kevin Jonas and Wife Danielle Are Expecting

2. Read some books and take classes together: Doing pregnancy
things together as a couple, will only make your relationship
stronger.Go to weekly check-up appointments to the doctors
together or sign yourselves up for a birthing class. Both
first time parents have to put in equal effort to prepare for
the new addition to their family, as it shows you are both in
this together. It is also important to research and prepare
for the birth of your child and parenthood, this is one of the
best thing you can do for yourselves and your baby.

Related: Kristin Cavallari Shows Off Baby Bump #2
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3. Mentally prepare yourselves: Brace yourselves for the life
changing event of having a baby. Know that some things will
change and will never be the same as soon as your lover gets
pregnant. There is bound to be changes in both of your daily
routines and lifestyles, so make sure you and your significant
other  are  ready  for  the  long  journey  of  pregnancy  and
parenthood. Know that with having a child there is going to be
times of pain and hardships, but also beauty and life and if
you work together as a team you can over come anything.

What do you think you should do to prepare relationship for
having a baby? Share your tips below.

Danielle  Jonas  Debuts  Tiny
Baby Bump at 2013 Teen Choice
Awards

By Kerri Sheehan

The Jonas Brothers will soon be adding another member to their
pop group as Danielle Jonas is expecting! The wife to the
Married with Jonas reality star Kevin Jonas debuted her mini
baby bump at the Teen Choice Awards this past Sunday. Clad in
a short yellow flowered frock, the 25-year-old mom to be was
glowing. The couple announced the pregnancy in July when the
excited  future  father  tweeted,  “It’s  true  —  Danielle  is
pregnant! Can’t even imagine how excited we are. I can’t wait
to share this with my best friend. I love you baby,” according
to UsMagazine.com.
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How do you show off a baby bump in a tasteful manner?

Cupid’s Advice:

What better way to show you’re going to be a proud mama than
to tastefully dress your baby bump? Cupid has some advice
about what to wear during those 9 months:

1. Cover up: It’s important to remember not to show too much
skin when you’re with child. Super short shorts are a no-no as
are deep v-necks. You’re going to be a mom, so dress like it!

2. Dress the bump: If you’re looking for examples of what not
to do then you can look at how Kim Kardashian dressed during
her pregnancy. She was often caught in too tight clothes that
weren’t maternity friendly, which ended up making her look
uncomfortable and uptight. Stores have a maternity section for
a reason, be sure to check them out.

3. Show it off: As soon as you try to hide the bump, that’s
when your clothing becomes a problem. You’re carry a child in
there so don’t be afraid for others to see the bump and know
that you’re expecting.

How did you dress your baby bump? Share below.

Danielle  Jonas  Shares  Baby
Sonogram

By April Littleton

Danielle Jonas shared her sonogram with all of her fans via
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Instagram Tuesday, August 6. “I can’t believe this is ours
@kevinjonas and I are so blessed,” she wrote. “Look at that
cute nose!!!” The “Poms Poms” singer spoke to UsMagazine.com
about his wife’s pregnancy, “The first trimester is always an
interesting one. She’s been feeling up and down a lot. But
she’s doing a lot better now. We’re in good spirits. We’re
excited.”

What are some ways to to include family/friends in your pre-
baby excitement?

Cupid’s Advice:

Finding out that you and your partner are going to have a baby
is very exciting news. Sometimes, it may be hard to share the
excitement with your loved ones because you’re so wrapped up
in your own crazy emotions. Cupid is here to help:

1. Shopping for baby: Instead of taking your significant other
baby shopping with you, think about taking some of your family
members and friends. Shopping for clothes, toys and any other
accessory  you  think  your  baby  will  need  will  be  fun  and
exciting for you and for the people who don’t feel as included
in the pregnancy. If this is your first pregnancy, ask some of
your friends who already have kids for their advice on diaper
brands, bottles and baby formula. They’ll be happy that you’re
trying to get them involved in all of the baby chaos.

2.  Doctor  appointments:  You  might  not  feel  comfortable
bringing your friends to any of your doctor appointments, but
having a family member or two there with you won’t do any
harm. What better way to increase their excitement over the
baby than to see him/her on the sonogram screen?

3. Baby names: If you need a little help thinking of names for
your little bundle of joy, ask the people closest to you for
help. Ask your loved ones their top three name choices for
both a boy and a girl and pick the one you and your partner
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like the most. Don’t reveal the name until the baby is born.
The suspense of it all will be more than enough to keep
everyone’s attention on your pregnancy.

How  did  you  include  your  family/friends  in  your  pre-baby
excitement? Share your experience below.

5  Celebrity  Couples  that
Waited for Marriage

By April Littleton

The  decision  to  have  sex  isn’t  one  that  should  be  taken
lightly, but it’s a personal choice. You may choose to wait
until the love of your life comes along or you may not (just
make sure you’re always safe). In Hollywood, many celebrities
are quick to hop into bed with the next star they see standing
next to them on the red carpet, but this isn’t true for every
person  who  has  the  spotlight  shining  down  on  them.  Some
celebrities  pledge  abstinence  because  of  their  religious
beliefs, while others hold out until marriage out of respect
for themselves. Here are five couples who waited until their
big day:

1. Kevin Jonas and Danielle Deleasa: Kevin Jonas, the eldest
of the Jonas Brothers was very outspoken about his decision to
abstain from sex prior to getting married. As a symbol of his
beliefs, he wore a punk rock purity ring from Tiffany’s on his
ring finger. Jonas married his longtime girlfriend and former
hairdresser,  Danielle  Deleasa,  on  December  19,  2009.  The
purity ring was replaced with a wedding ring, and now, the
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happily-married pair is expecting their first baby.

Related Link: Celebrity Couples Who Cannot Wait to Become
Parents

2. Mariah Carey and Nick Cannon: After her marriage with music
executive  Tommy  Mottola  came  to  a  halt,  Carey  decided  to
remain  celibate  with  Nick  Cannon  until  they  exchanged
meaningful “I Do’s.” In a December 2008 interview for Mirror,
Carey said, “I definitely don’t want to push it on anybody
else. But we both have similar beliefs, and I just thought
that it would be so much more special if we waited until after
we were married.” The happy couple have been married for five
years now and are parents to twins, Monroe and Moroccan Scott,
age two.

3.  Tina  Fey  and  Jeff  Richmond:  The  Saturday  Night  Live
alum was a virgin until she met her husband and composer of 30
Rock, Jeff Richmond, at the age of 24. The couple dated for
seven  years  before  finally  marrying  in  a  Greek  Orthodox
ceremony June 3, 2001. The famous pair is now parents to two
daughters, Alice Zenobia and Penelope Athena.

4.  Adriana  Lima  and  Marko  JariÄ‡:  In  2006,  Lima  told  GQ
Magazine that she had no plans to have sex until after she was
married. The Brazilian Victoria’s Secret model married Serbian
NBA player, Marko JariÄ‡, on Valentine’s Day 2009. Since then,
the duo have become parents to Valentina and Sienna.

Related Link: 10 New Celebrity Moms

5. Jessica Simpson and Nick Lachey: Although this couple has
since broken up and moved on to different relationships, no
one can forget these lovebirds from the early 2000s. Because
of  her  religious  background,  Simpson  announced  she  would
remain a virgin until her marriage to Lachey. The pop stars
married October 26, 2002, but unfortunately, things ended in
divorce only four years later.
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What are some other celebrity couples who waited for marriage?
Share below.

Kevin Jonas and Wife Danielle
Are Expecting

By April Littleton

A  rep  for  the  Married  with  Jonas  stars  confirmed  to
UsMagazine.com that the happy couple are expecting their first
child together. During a chat with E! News Tuesday, July 9,
the singer said, “I was overjoyed. It’s been the most exciting
thing  in  my  life  so  far.”  The  duo  met  in  2007  while
vacationing at the Bahamas and tied the knot two years later
at Oheka Castle in New York’s Long Island.

What  are  some  ways  to  prepare  your  relationship  for
parenthood?

Cupid’s Advice:

Expecting a child for the first time is the most amazing thing
you’ll ever experience, but it’s also one of the scariest.
Going through a pregnancy for the first time is full of the
unknown. You’re not sure what will happen, how it will affect
your relationship or if you’ll be a good parent to your child
when he/she finally comes into the world. The dynamic between
you and your partner will definitely change. It won’t be just
about you and your love anymore. Cupid has some advice:

1. Discuss the essentials: Before the baby comes, you should
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talk to your partner about how you were raised and how you
would  like  to  parent.  They  should  also  provide  the  same
information to you. In order to prevent any future arguments
on the subject, it’s important for the two of you to reach
some sort of common ground on parenting techniques before the
due date arrives. Talk about religion, dating, traditions,
holidays, etc. If you reach a point in the discussion where
you don’t agree on something, that’s where compromise comes
in.

2. The money talk: You and your significant other need to be
financially ready in order to take care of this baby. As a
couple, you will need to figure out how much money you will
need to put away for the child. Will you set up a college
saving account early? What about insurance before and after
the baby is born? You also need to be able to cover everyday
expenses like clothing, food and housing for you as well as
the baby.

3. Do your research: Take a few first-time parenting classes
together. Make sure to leave some time to read a few baby
books as well. Learning all you can about the pregnancy and
about what’s to come once the baby is born will relief a lot
of stress and anxiety.

How did you prepare your relationship for parenthood? Share
your experience below.

Kevin and Danielle Fend Off
Pressure to Have a Baby
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Kevin Jonas and his wife Danielle are feeling parenthood
pressure. In a clip from Married to Jonas, which premieres
August 19 on E!, Jonas says his family is pressuring them to
have kids. According to People, Kevin and Danielle married in
2009 and don’t plan on starting a family anytime soon.

How do you know when your relationship is ready to have a
child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having a child is a big step in any relationship. Here are
some ways to know you’re ready to start a family:

1. You’re on the same page: If both you and your partner are
thinking about having a child, it may be time to start trying.

2. You’re financially ready: Raising a child costs roughly a
quarter of a million dollars by the time they’re 18 (roughly
$14,000 a year). If you and your honey are financially ready
for that commitment, it’s time to consider other factors.

3. You’re prepared (or preparing): If you and your love have
started getting ready – buying your own place, getting a car,
and taking care of yourselves both physically and emotionally
– it’s now time to prepare for a child.

What are some ways to know you’re ready to have a child?
Comment below and let us know.

Kevin Jonas and Wife Danielle
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Celebrate  First  Anniversary
at Disney

This past Sunday marked the first wedding anniversary of
pop star Kevin Jonas, and his wife Danielle.  The couple
celebrated their anniversary by visiting Walt Disney World’s
Magic Kingdom in Florida.  Jonas had some kind words to say
for the occasion.  “Happy anniversary to my amazing wife of a
year and for the rest of my life I love you,” he wrote on
Twitter.  After a magical day at the theme park, the Jonases
stayed in the Cinderella Castle Suite.

What are some unique first anniversary celebration ideas?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be frustrating to come up with things to do on your
first anniversary, given that you want your special day to be
memorable.  If you are confused, Cupid has some suggestions to
make your anniversary unforgettable:

1. Romantic picnic: Surprise your partner by planning a picnic
in a location with a great view. The area you choose should
create a beautiful backdrop for both of you to enjoy. Pack
your picnic basket with your partner’s favorite foods. Relax
and enjoy each other’s company.

2. Vacation: Surprise your significant other with a trip to a
destination you’ve both been dying to visit. Spending some
quality time as tourists may be just the answer.

3. Walk down memory lane: Revisit the special moments in your
relationship by visiting all of your “first” locations. If you
first kissed on a roller skating rink in middle school, relive
the experience by getting back out there!
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